A bioinformatics workflow to decipher transcriptomic data from vitamin D studies.
The link between the experimental laboratory studies and bioinformatic approaches aims to find procedures to connect tools from both branches producing workflows that bring together different techniques that are capable of exploiting data at many levels. Thanks to the open access sources and the numerous tools available, it is possible to create various pipelines capable of solving specific problems. Nevertheless the lack of connectivity between them that interconnect different approaches complicates the exploitation of these workflows. Here, we present a detailed description of a workflow composed of different bioinformatics tools that exploits data from large-scale gene expression experiments, contextualizing them at many biological levels. To illustrate the relevance of our workflow for the vitamin D community we applied it to data from myeloid cell models treated with the hormonally active form of vitamin. From raw files of functional genomic studies it is possible to utilize the whole information to obtain a biological insight. Different software and algorithms are included to analyse at pathway, metabolic, ontology and molecular biology level the effects on gene expression. The usage of different databases to analyse gene expression data allows to perform a complete interpretation of functional genomic studies and the implementation of analysis and visualization software tools gives a better understanding of the biological meaning of the results. This review is an example of how to select and bring together several software modules to create one pipeline that processes and analyses genomic data at many biological levels making it open, reproducible and user friendly. Finally, the application of our bioinformatic pipeline revealed that vitamin D modulates crucial metabolic pathways in different myeloid cells that may play an important role in their immune function.